Brown Bag: Why Evaluation?

When: March 1, 2016
Time: 12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.

Presentation and Discussion:

Evaluation is becoming more important regionally and nationally and BPA has been ramping up its efforts. Come to the BPA Brownbag on Evaluation to hear about the objectives of evaluations, the way evaluation fits into the EE ecosystem, as well as evaluation’s benefits and difficulties. Examples will be provided of evaluations and their value to stakeholders and how the evaluation staff is trying to optimize evaluations in the context of rigor, effort, risk, timeliness and relevance. We will also discuss the recent CPP EM&V Guidance and what that might mean for the future of evaluation.

Join WebEx meeting
Meeting number: 995 539 938
Meeting password: Pb4jPV29

Join by phone
Phone: 866-715-2219
Pass code: 8887596

Add this meeting to your calendar.
(Cannot add from mobile devices.)

Can’t join the meeting? Contact support.